
See everything

Omni VISION is a highly secure cloud-based portal allowing operators to monitor all Banktech
and UTOPIA devices as well as EGMs in one place.

Omni VISION monitors cash levels and tracks alerts on all Banktech and UTOPIA devices. It
also generates reports and business insights for all EGMs connected to UTOPIA's Global
Gaming System.

OMNI VISION

WHY OMNI VISION?

G A M I N G  S Y S T E M

User friendly: Accessible from both desktop and mobile devices.

Multi-level access can be configured to allow groups to see

individual venues' devices.

A comprehensive and growing range of built-in reports for

devices and gaming analysis including cash levels and

performance.

Always up to date, with real time reporting. 

Omni VISION is highly secure, ensuring your data remains

protected.

Multi-level access:

Streamlined reporting:

Accurate:

Secure:



LOYALTY

Configure your system with either UTOPIA Loyalty or Max-e-tag to

enable your venue to build long-term customer relationships.
Earn points when entering the venue, transacting or gaming.

Run a range of promotions and prizes.

In-venue advertising including on all EGMs using the Player Interface Modules

(PIMs).

CENTRAL CREDIT UNIT (CCU)

The CCU is the heart of the Global Gaming System, controlling all

EGMs and facilitating credit transfer.
Monitor all EGMs including player status and hot machines, as well as generate

shift and daily turnover reports.

Perform TITO and MIMO transactions and redemptions.

Secure, leaving an audit trail with automatic backup and archiving of data.

GLOBAL EYE

The Global Eye is the reporting and BI function that generates a

range of regulatory and performance reports.
Generate reports including daily trading and turnover reports, performance

reports and management summaries.

Set and forget function enabling reports to be sent automatically to your inbox.

The Global Gaming System is the most widely used gaming system in Australia. First developed nearly 30 years
ago and though various updates, the system continues to operate in more than 1,000 venues across the
country. 
 

The system comprises a suite of products that allow you to monitor all EGMs, automate payouts, facilitate
credit transfer and provides powerful reporting and analysis capabilities. The Global Gaming System can also be
configured with our loyalty systems as well as Omni VISION remote reporting.

UTOPIA GAMING SYSTEMS

1800 200 201

www.utopiagaming.com.au

G A M I N G  S Y S T E M

CASHLESS

The Global Gaming System can be configured to operate either TITO

or MIMO.
TITO: Ticket in ticket out solution.

MIMO: Money in money out which operates as an anonymous card based system.

OMNI VISION

Connect to Omni VISION to monitor all EGMs connected to the Global

Gaming System as well as other Banktech/UTOPIA devices.
Available on both desktop and mobile.

Monitor performance and cash levels in real-time.

Generate a range of reports in order to better understand trends.

ABOUT UTOPIA GAMING SYSTEMS

UTOPIA gaming systems was established in 2016 and is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Banktech Group. In 2016, UTOPIA acquired Global

Gaming Industries that operates in more than 1,000 venues across NSW, South Australia and the ACT. 

 

UTOPIA is a licensed monitoring operator (LMO) in Queensland and holds gaming licenses in all other Australian states and territories.


